
Relating IT to Business 
Performance 



NN Bank

NN Group provides retirement services, pensions, insurance, investments, and banking to approximately 18 million 

customers in 18 different countries. Its offshoot, Nationale-Nederlanden Bank, provides financial services to 5 million 

clients in the Netherlands.

Banks rely heavily on the proper 
functioning of their IT systems for 
their customers to be happy.
NN Bank’s customer service net promoter score was a low 

6.6, however. Sander Vijfschagt, the chapter lead of testing 

and monitoring, recognized the link to the bank’s relatively 

low uptime compared to industry benchmarks. With an up-

time of 97.57% and a 4-6 hour mean-time-to-repair impact-

ed services per incident, NN Bank was off its service level 

objective - negatively impacting the customer experience.

The real problem was the length of time that it took to 

identify the root cause of outages. NN Bank had more than 

twenty different IT teams and was using several monitoring 

solutions - Solarwinds, Prometheus, VMware vRealize Oper-

ations, AWS CloudWatch, and Azure. These were all forward-

ing their data to a central data lake in Splunk, but Splunk 

didn’t show how all the systems related nor how changes to 

supporting IT components led to service failures.
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Trying to solve a problem 
when you can’t identify root 
cause
How could the teams quickly get systems back up 

and running when they couldn’t see the root cause 

of incidents or dependencies? Sander tried manually 

visualizing the dependencies, but it was an extreme-

ly time-consuming process. Splunk’s dashboards 

were static and needed to be manually updated to 

get insights from additional data streams, which 

was inadequate for NN Bank’s dynamic, multi-cloud 

environment. Plus, Splunk didn’t identify dependen-

cies that were related to the underlying infrastructure 

-only business processes and services. The bank 

needed a better, more innovative solution.

Visualizing dependencies 
and relationships
After chasing a few red herrings, Sander discovered 

StackState, which had helped other Splunk custom-

ers improve their ability to identify root cause and 

reduce resolution times. With the Splunk StackPack, 

NN Bank was able to dynamically correlate all perfor-

mance data captured in the Splunk data lake into a 

comprehensive topology that clearly visualized the 

dependencies and relationships between applica-

tions, services, infrastructure, and environments. 



“We can relate IT issues to business performance 
instantly across 20 teams. Therefore we can see 
incidents that truly impact our critical business 
processes to P1 within seconds, ensuring better a 

customer experience and NPS.”

Sander Vijfschagt - Head of Monitoring 

Anticipating outages instead of 
solving them
With StackState’s time-traveling topology®, NN Bank could 

easily see how changes to IT environments led to perfor-

mance degradations and observe exactly where in the topol-

ogy the root cause of downtime originated. NN Bank could 

also simply add new sources of data for topological analysis 

with no manual effort.  What’s more, with StackState’s pre-

dictive monitoring, they could prevent many issues from ever 

occurring.  

The combination of Splunk’s dashboards and StackState’s 

topology gave NN Bank everything required to detect perfor-

mance degradations and understand their root cause before 

outages occurred.  

Quickly assigning IT issues to 
the right people
StackState’s open, data-agnostic, unified-observabil-

ity platform easily integrated with NN Bank’s existing 

technology. Now all of NN Bank’s 20+ teams have 

real-time visibility into dependencies across its hybrid 

IT landscape. With this improved insight and common 

understanding across tools, the teams can instan-

taneously prioritize and assign IT issues to the right 

people, saving valuable troubleshooting time.

 

Fewer IT problems, happier 
customers
With the addition of StackState, not only has NN 

Bank optimized its investment in Splunk, it can seam-

lessly incorporate any future technologies. With all 

its root causes finally revealed, the bank is well on its 

way to:

• Achieving high availability of 99.8%

• A low MTTR of less than one hour.

• A vastly improved customer net promoter score 

of 11.6.

https://docs.stackstate.com/stackpacks/integrations/splunk


Ready to dive in?
Try it out today


